Algorithms for classification and taxonomy based on criteria such as information entropy and its production are proposed. As an example, the feasibility of replacing a given anaesthetic by similar ones in the composition of a complex drug is studied. Some local anaesthetics currently in use are classified using characteristic chemical properties of different portions of their molecules. Many classification algorithms are based on information entropy. When applying the procedures to sets of moderate size, an excessive number of results appear compatible with data, and this number suffers a combinatorial explosion. However, after the equipartition conjecture, one has a selection criterion between different variants resulting from classification between hierarchical trees. According to this conjecture, for a given charge or duty, the best configuration of a flowsheet is the one in which the entropy production is most uniformly distributed. Information entropy and principal component analyses agree.
Introduction
With the emergence of new laser and surgical techniques, the need for more effective topical anaesthesia continues to grow. There are now several topical local anaesthetics that are being used before various dermatologic procedures. EMLA is the most commonly used agent, however, several new topical anaesthetics have been released recently that claim increased efficacy and faster onset of action. Topical anaesthetics are weak bases typically constructed of three important components: an aromatic ring, an intermediate-length ester or amide linkage, and a tertiary amine. The ester anaesthetics have an ester linkage, while the amide anaesthetics have an amide linkage between the aromatic ring and intermediate chain. Ester-type topical anaesthetics are metabolized by plasma cholinesterase and other non-specific esterases, while amide anaesthetics are primarily metabolized in the liver via microsomal enzymes. Allergic contact reactions to the ester group of anaesthetics are common, while amide anaesthetics, including lidocaine and prilocaine, are rare sensitizers [1] . The metabolite para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) formed by ester hydrolysis is capable of causing allergic reactions in a small percentage of patients [2] . Ester-linked anaesthetics are contraindicated in patients with allergies to PABA, hair dyes and sulphonamides. Topical anaesthetics prevent the initiation and transmission of nerve impulses and provide cutaneous analgesia by targeting free nerve endings in the dermis. Topical anaesthetics block nerve impulse conduction by interfering with the function of sodium channels. By inhibiting sodium flux, the threshold for nerve excitation increases until the ability to generate an action potential is lost. The stratum corneum is the main barrier to topical anaesthetic delivery [3] . The aromatic portion is primarily responsible for the lipid solubility that allows diffusion across the nerve cell membrane, determining the intrinsic potency of these agents (cf. Figure 1 ) [4] [5] [6] . Both the aromatic and amine portion determine protein-binding characteristics, which are felt to be the primary determinant of anaesthesia duration. Different methods for evaluating and comparing anaesthetic efficacy have included venipuncture, pinprick testing, split-thickness skin graft donation and laser pulses as pain stimuli. Laser-induced thermal pain stimuli are advantageous for comparing topical anaesthetics by providing reproducible, quantifiable stimuli with minimal intraindividual variation. Laser pulses also provide selective activation of nociceptors, without interference from mechanosensitive receptors. The drugs exist in both positively charged and uncharged forms under normal in vivo conditions. The most important clinical properties of local anaesthetics are potency, onset, duration of action as well as relative blockade of sensory and motor fibres. These qualities are related primarily to the physicochemical properties of the various compounds. In general, lipid solubility determines the relative intrinsic potency of the various agents, while protein binding influences the duration of anaesthesia and pK a is correlated with the onset of action. The local anaesthetics for infiltration, peripheral nerve blockade and extradural anaesthesia can be classified into three groups: agents of low potency and short duration (procaine, 2-chloroprocaine), agents of moderate potency and duration (lidocaine, mepivacaine, prilocaine), as well as agents of high potency and long duration (tetracaine, bupivacaine, etidocaine, S-ropivacaine). These local anaesthetics also vary in terms of onset: 2-chloroprocaine, etidocaine, lidocaine, mepivacaine and prilocaine have a rapid onset, while procaine, tetracaine and bupivacaine are characterized by a longer latency period; bupivacaine presents a moderate onset. General anaesthetics, including inhaled agents, e.g. halothane, isoflurane and desflurane, as well as intravenous agents, e.g. propofol, are now generally considered to act by modulating the effects of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and type A (GABA A ) receptors and/or by affecting other ion channels [7, 8] . General anaesthetics that do not act at GABA A receptors are NO 2 , Xe and ketamine. The theory that inhaled anaesthetics probably dissolve in the lipid-rich neuronal cell membranes near the nerve endings and changes their volume or fluidity is not well supported by experimental evidence. For example, such theories fail to account for differences in potency for stereoisomers of general anaesthetics [9] . Local anaesthetics act by blocking voltage-gated Na + channels although some agents, e.g. propranolol, affect other proteins as well.
A simple computerized algorithm useful for establishing a relationship between chemical structures and their biological activities or significance is proposed and exemplified here (cf. Reference 10 or 11 for a review). The starting point is to use an informational or configurational entropy for pattern recognition purposes. This entropy is formulated on the basis of a matrix of similarity between two chemical or biochemical species. The presented example shows a classification of local anaesthetics on the basis of their similarity with procaine [12] . As entropy is weakly discriminating for classification purposes, the more powerful concept of entropy production and its equipartition conjecture are introduced [13] . In an earlier publication the periodic classification of local anaesthetics (procaine analogues) is analyzed [14] . The aim of the present report is to develop the learning potentialities of the code and, since molecules are more naturally described via a varying size structured representation, the study of general approaches to the processing of structured information. Section 2 presents the computational method. Section 3 describes the classification algorithm. Section 4 exposes the equipartition conjecture of entropy production. Section 5 analyzes the learning procedure. 2 ], PR} is a tertiary amine, containing a primary amino group linked to an aromatic ring (cf. Figure 2) . 
Results and Discussion
In the present report 28 local anaesthetics analogues of procaine (cf. [25] ; they provide a binary taxonomy of Table 1 , which separates the same 11 classes. In particular, the ester (benzocaine, 2-chloroprocaine, procaine, tetracaine) and amide local anaesthetics (bupivacaine, dibucaine, etidocaine, lidocaine, mepivacaine, prilocaine, S-ropivacaine) are always grouped in different classes. The agents of low potency and short duration (procaine, 2-chloroprocaine) are separated from the agents of high potency and long duration (bupivacaine, etidocaine, S-ropivacaine), while the agents of moderate potency and duration (mepivacaine, prilocaine) are classified together with the latter. Those anaesthetics belonging to the same class appear higly correlated in both partial correlation diagrams (Figure 3 ), in agreement with previous results obtained for Entries 1-27 in Table 1 . Table 1 . A high degree of similarity is found for Entries 9 and 26, i.e., dibucaine and propanolol, as well as Entries 2 and 5, i.e., benzocaine and butamben. Again, the ester and amide local anaesthetics are grouped in different classes; the agents of low potency and short duration are separated from the agents of high-medium potency and long-medium duration. The lower level b 2 classification process shows lower entropy and, therefore, may be more parsimonious. The classification model divides the point process into two components, viz. signal, and noise; the lower-level b 2 may have greater signalto-noise ratio than the higher-level b 1 classification process. Naturally, Entries 4, 6, 20 and 23, i.e., butacaine, 2-chloroprocaine, procaine and tetracaine, belong to the same class at any grouping level b, except at the highest level above in which each class contains only one species. A detailed classification at level b 1 into 11 classes, and a less detailed classification at a lower level b 2 into five classes can be selected, taking into account the amount of entropy variation. A comparative analysis of the set containing 1-11 classes is summarized in Table 2 , in agreement with previous results obtained for Entries 1-27 in Table 1 . From the set containing 1-11 classes (Table 2) , the radial tree matching to <i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 > and C b 1−11 separates the same five and 11 classes, in agreement with both partial correlation diagrams (Figure 3 ), dendrograms, binary trees and previous results obtained for Entries 1-27 in Table 1 . Once more, the ester and amide local anaesthetics are grouped in different classes; the agents of low potency and short duration are separated from the agents of high-medium potency and long-medium duration. ). The potency is determined primarily by lipid solubility, which increases with partition coefficient. Both lipid solubility and partition coefficient are mainly due to the neutral forms. Different conformations have different partition coefficients, lipid solubilities and potencies. It would be of interest to study the effect of different intermediate chain lengths. In particular, the presence of a double bond in a chain would increase rigidity and enhance potency; e.g., the conjugated enol group in 3-phenyl-2-propen-1-ol determines a greater membrane permeability, with respect to 3-phenyl-1-propanol. Figure 4 ) is in agreement with both partial correlation diagrams (Figure 3) , dendrograms, binary trees and previous results obtained for Entries 1-27 in Table 1 . The classification scheme from 1-11 levels is conserved after the addition of Entry 28 (S-ropivacaine). Fawcett et al. compared S-bupivacaine with racemic bupivacaine [26] . S-ropivacaine is structurally close to bupivacaine; the main difference is that the former is a pure S-(-) enantiomer where the latter is a racemate. One more time, the ester and amide local anaesthetics are grouped in different classes; the agents of low potency and short duration are separated from the agents of high-medium potency and long-medium duration. Moreover, the classification presents lower bias and greater precision, resulting in lower divergence with respect to the original distribution. Therefore, the approach is quite general. However, the inclusion of other local anaesthetics could change the detail, i.e., subsequent classifications with more than 11 levels. A natural trend is to interchange similar anaesthetics in the composition of complex drugs, e.g., the eutectic mixture of local anaesthetics (EMLA ® , lidocaine-prilocaine 2.5/2.5% w [27] ). However, mixtures of dissimilar anaesthetics are also used, e.g., betacaine-LA (lidocaine-prilocaine-dibucaine) [28] and S-caine (1:1 lidocaine-tetracaine eutectic mixture) [29] . The predictions for topical anaesthetics and ice, both not included in the models, are included in Table 3 . The predictions have been compared with experimental results. The relative potency is obtained from the mean pain scores after application of topical anaesthetics for 60 minutes. ELA-max is superior to tetracaine and betacaine-LA at 60 minutes, while EMLA ® is superior to betacaine-LA at 60 minutes, which is in partial agreement with our prediction. The relative potency after removal is obtained from the mean pain scores 30 minutes after removal of the topical anaesthetics. ELA-max and EMLA ® are superior to tetracaine and betacaine-LA 30 minutes after the 60-minute application period, which is in partial agreement with our prediction. Increased anaesthetic benefit is obtained 30 minutes after removal, which suggests that a reservoir of anaesthetic is located and stored in the upper skin layers during application, providing additional anaesthetic benefit after removal. Although EMLA ® is more potent than ice, ice has advantages in easy of use, fast action and is less expensive than EMLA ® [30] . SplitsTree is a program for analyzing CA data [31] . Based on the method of split decomposition, it takes as input a distance matrix or a set of CA data and produces as output a graph that represents the relationships between the taxa. For ideal data this graph is a tree whereas less ideal data will give rise to a tree-like network, which can be interpreted as possible evidence for different and conflicting data. Furthermore, as split decomposition does not attempt to force data onto a tree, it can provide a good indication of how tree-like given data are. The splits graph for the 28 local anaesthetics of Table 1 (cf. Figure 5 ) reveals no conflicting relationship between the anaesthetics. In particular compounds 1, 3, 4, 6, 11, 13-25 and 28 appear superimposed. The splits graph is in general agreement with both partial correlation diagrams, dendrograms and binary trees (Figures 3 and 4) . The main difference is the partial fusion of C b 2 classes (1,4,6,7,8,14,17,20,21,22,23) and (3,11,12,13,15,16,18,19,24,25,28) . However, the results ( Figure 5 ) should be taken with care, because the former class includes four compounds with the constant <11111> vector (anaesthetics 4, 6, 20 and 23), for which the null standard deviation causes a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 1 with any local anaesthetic, which is an artifact. A principal component analysis (PCA) [32] has been carried out for the local anaesthetics. The importance of PCA factors F 1-5 for {i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 } shows that the use of only the first factor F 1 explains 35% of the variance (65% error); the combined use of the first two factors F 1-2 explains 61% of the variance (39% error); the use of the first three factors F 1-3 explains 78% of the variance (22% error). The PCA factor loadings are calculated. The PCA F [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] profile for the vector property shows that for F 1 and F 5 variable i 5 has the greatest weight in the profile; however, F 1 cannot be reduced to three variables {i 2 ,i 3 ,i 5 } without a 14% error. For F 2 variable i 1 has the greatest weight; notwithstanding, F 2 cannot be reduced to three variables {i 1 ,i 3 ,i 4 } without a 4% error. For F 3 variable i 2 has the greatest weight; nevertheless, F 3 cannot be reduced to three variables {i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 } without a 2% error. For F 4 variable i 4 has the greatest weight; however, F 4 cannot be reduced to three variables {i 1 ,i 4 ,i 5 } without a 4% error. F 1-2-3-4-5 can be considered as linear combinations of {i 2 ,i 3 ,i 5 }, {i 1 ,i 3 ,i 4 }, {i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 }, {i 1 ,i 4 ,i 5 } and {i 1 ,i 3 ,i 5 } with 14%, 4%, 2%, 4% and 13% errors, respectively. In the F 2 -F 1 plot, those local anaesthetics analogues of procaine with the same vector property appear superimposed. In particular anaesthetic 27 (class 4) also comes out placed over compounds 14 and 17 (class 1). Five classes of anaesthetics are clearly distinguished: class 1 with 11 units (0 ≈ F 1 < F 2 , Figure 6 top), class 2 (11 units, F 1 > F 2 , right), class 3 (2 units, F 1 << F 2 ≈ 0, left), class 4 (1 unit, -1 ≈ F 1 < F 2 ≈ 0, middle) and class 5 (3 units, F 1 >> F 2 , bottom). The classification is in agreement with both partial correlation diagrams, dendrograms, binary trees and splits graph (Figures 3-5 ). 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 > = <010>, viz. <01001> (dibucaine, propanolol), and <01010> (dimethisoquin), etc. The local anaesthetics in the same column appear close in both partial correlation diagrams, dendrograms, radial trees, splits graph and PCA (Figures 3-6 ). with a PT of properties with vertical groups defined by {i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 } and horizontal periods described by {i 4 ,i 5 }. The variation of P = <i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 >, as a function of the number of the group in PT, reveals that the minima correspond to <i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 > = <010> (group g010). Corresponding function P(i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 ) reveals a series of waves clearly limited by maxima or minima, which suggest a periodic behaviour. For <i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 > two minima are clearly shown. The distance between each pair of consecutive minima is five, which coincides with the local anaesthetic sets belonging to the same group in PT and in the successive periods. The minima occupy analogous positions in the curve and are in phase. The representative points in phase should correspond to the elements of the same group in PT. For the minima there is coherence between both representations; however, the consistency is not general. The comparison of the waves shows two differences: (1) has meaning only if it is compared with the former P(p-1) and later P(p+1) points, needing to fulfil:
Order relations (8) should repeat at determined intervals equal to the period size and are equivalent to: 
values can be taken assigning them to anaesthetic p. If PL were general, the elements in the same group in analogous positions in the different waves would satisfy:
(12) From the present results and discussion the folllowing conclusions can be drawn. 1. Several criteria, selected to reduce the analysis to a manageable quantity of structures from the large set of local anaesthetics, refer to the structural parameters related with the lipophilic portion, etc. Many algorithms for classification are based on information entropy. For sets of moderate size, an excessive number of results appear compatible with data, and the number suffers a combinatorial explosion. However, after the equipartition conjecture, one has a selection criterion between different variants resulting from classification between hierarchical trees. According to the conjecture, the best configuration of a flowsheet is the one in which the entropy production is most uniformly distributed. The method avoids the problem of other methods of continuum variables, because for the four compounds with constant <11111> vector, the null standard deviation always causes a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 1. The lower level classification processes show lower entropy and may be more parsimonious.
2. Program MolClas, is a simple, reliable, efficient and fast procedure for molecular classification based on the equipartition conjecture of entropy production.
3. The good comparison of our classification results with other taken as good confirm the adequacy of the property vector selected for the molecular structures of the local anaesthetics. Information entropy and principal component analyses permit classifying the local anaesthetics and agree. The ester-and amide-type local anaesthetics are grouped in different classes. The agents of low potency and short duration are separated from those of high potency and long duration. The final classification is shown more precise and with lower bias. The classification model calculates in each case the contribution of signal and noise. MolClas has been written not only to analyze the equipartition conjecture of entropy production, but also to explore the world of molecular classification.
4. Topical anaesthetics remain a powerful, new advancement for minimizing pain during cutaneous procedures. While several new topical anaesthetic agents have been released that claim increased efficacy and faster onset, EMLA remains the most widely used topical anaesthetic given its proven efficacy and safety by several clinical trials. As the options for the practitioner continue to grow, the need for studies comparing onset of action, efficacy and safety continues to be of paramount importance. MolClas provides a way to classify the local anaesthtics for difficult cases that are hard to sort a priori, e.g., the relationship between procaine and ice. Both EMLA and ice decrease the discomfort associated with needle injection. Although EMLA performs better in pain control, ice has advantages in easy of use, fast action and is less expensive than EMLA. Both EMLA and ice are good topical anaesthetics, each with advantages and disadvantages in clinical use.
Experimental Procedures
The key problem in classification studies is to define similarity indices when several criteria of comparison are involved. The first step in quantifying the concept of similarity for molecules of local anaesthetics is to list the most important portions of such molecules. Furthermore, the vector of properties i = <i 1 ,i 2 ,…i k ,…> should be associated to each local anaesthetic i, whose components correspond to different characteristic groups of the molecule of anaesthetic, in a hierarchical order according to the expected importance of their pharmacological potency. If the m-th portion of the molecule is pharmacologically more significant for the anaesthetic effect than the k-th portion, then m < k. The components i k are "1" or "0" according to whether a similar (or identical) portion of rank k is present or absent in anaesthetic i compared with the reference anaesthetic. Our analysis includes such chemical compounds that fit the following general scheme: (lipophilic portion)-(intermediate chain)-(hydrophilic portion), since these are the most numerous and have the widest range of uses among the species used in practice of local anaesthesia [15] . The lipophilic portion normally consists of at least one phenyl radical, the hydrophilic portion is most often a secondary or tertiary amine, and the intermediate chain commonly has an ester or amide linkage [16] . It is assumed that the structural elements of a local anaesthetic molecule can be ranked, according to their contribution to anaesthetic potency, in the following order of decreasing importance: lipophilic portion > hydrophilic portion > intermediate chain > number of nitrogen atoms > number of oxygen atoms. The lipophilic portion is primarily responsible for the lipid solubility that allows diffusion across the nerve cell membrane, determining the intrinsic potency of local anaesthetics. Both the lipophilic and hydrophilic portions determine protein-binding characteristics, which are felt to be the primary determinant of anaesthesia duration.
Procaine or novocaine {4-aminobenzoic acid [2-(diethylamino) ). In procaine, the lipophilic portion is a phenyl radical, the hydrophilic portion is an amine, the intermediate chain is an ester, there are two N atoms and two O atoms; obviously, its associated vector is <11111>. In this work, procaine was selected as a reference anaesthetic because it was the first synthetic compound successfully used for regional anaesthesia and, in this and most other local anaesthetics, the lipophilic portion consists of at least one phenyl radical, the hydrophilic portion is a secondary or tertiary amine, and/or the intermediate chain has an ester linkage. This improves the quality of the classification for those anaesthetics similar to procaine. The selection as reference of an anaesthetic dissimilar to procaine, e.g. dibucaine, would not improve the quality of the classification for those anaesthetics similar to procaine. Furthermore, Covino results included both ester (similar to procaine) and amide (similar to prilocaine) anaesthetics; the inclusion of the results in the classification described below improves the quality of the taxonomy, for both types of anaesthetics. Table 1 contains the vectors associated to 28 local anaesthetics. The <11110> vector is associated to benoxinate (Table 1) , since there are three O atoms in this case. The <10101> vector is associated to benzocaine since the hydrophilic partition is not an amine, and there is one N atom in this case. Let us denote by r ij (0 ≤ r ij ≤ 1) the similarity index of two anaesthetics associated to the i and j vectors, respectively. The relation of similitude is characterized by a similarity matrix R = r ij [ ] . The similarity index between two anaesthetics i = <i 1 , i 2 ,… i k ,…> and j = <j 1 , j 2 ,… j k ,…> is defined as:
where 0 ≤ a k ≤ 1 and
k to any property involved in the description of molecules i or j.
Classification Algorithm
The grouping algorithm uses the stabilized matrix of similarity, obtained by applying the max-min composition rule o defined by: [17] . It can be shown that when applying this rule iteratively so that R n + 1
there exists an integer n such that: R n i is the set of species j that satisfies the rule r ij (n) ≥ b. The matrix of classes is:
where s stands for any index of a species belonging to the class In information theory, the information entropy h measures the surprise that the source emitting the sequences can give [18, 19] . For a single event occurring with probability p, the degree of surprise is proportional to -ln p. Generalizing the result to a random variable X (which can take N possible values x 1 , …, x N with probabilities p 1 , …, p N ), the average surprise received on learning the value of X is -Σ p i ln p i . The information entropy associated with the matrix of similarity R is:
Denote also by C b the set of classes and by ) R b the matrix of similarity at the grouping level b. The information entropy satisfies the following properties.
1. h R ( ) = 0 if r ij = 0 or r ij = 1.
h R
( ) is maximum if r ij = 0.5, i.e. when the imprecision is maximum.
e. classification leads to a loss of entropy.
the entropy is a monotone function of the grouping level b.
The Equipartition Conjecture of Entropy Production
In the classification algorithm, each hierarchical tree corresponds to a dependence of entropy on the grouping level, and thus an h-b diagram can be obtained. The Tondeur and Kvaalen equipartition conjecture of entropy production is proposed as a selection criterion among different variants resulting from classification among hierarchical trees. According to this conjecture, for a given charge or duty, the best configuration of a flowsheet is the one in which entropy production is most uniformly distributed, i.e. closest to a kind of equipartition. One proceeds here by analogy using information entropy instead of thermodynamic entropy. Equipartition implies a linear dependence, that is a constant production of entropy along the b scale, so that the equipartition line is described by: h eqp = h max b (5) Indeed, since the classification is discrete, a realistic way of expressing equipartition would be a regular staircase function. The best variant is chosen to be that minimizing the sum of squares of the deviations:
Learning Procedure
Learning procedures similar to those encountered in stochastic methods are implemented as follows [20] . Consider a given partition in classes as good or ideal from practical or empirical observations. This corresponds to a reference similarity matrix S = s ij [ ] obtained for equal weights a 1 = a 2 = … = a and for an arbitrary number of fictious properties. Next consider the same set of species as in the good classification and the actual properties. The similarity degree r ij is then computed with Equation (1) giving the matrix R . The number of properties for R and S may differ. The learning procedure consists in trying to find classification results for R as close as possible to the good classification. The first weight a 1 is taken constant and only the following weights a 2 , a 3 ,… are subjected to random variations. A new similarity matrix is obtained using Equation (1) 
The result of the algorithm is a set of weights allowing adequate classification. Such a procedure has been applied in the synthesis of complex flowsheets using of information entropy [21] .
Description of Calculation Program MolClas
We have written program MolClas for molecular classification based on the equipartition conjecture of entropy production. MolClas allows reading the coefficients from input and optimizing them. MolClas allows either calculating the correlation matrix or reading it from input. An option has been included to transform negative correlation coefficients to zero. The program punches both similarity and difference matrices, as well the latter in format NEXUS (.NEX) for programs PAUP, MacClade and SplitsTree. MolClas performs both single-and complete linkage hierarchical cluster analyses (CAs) of the compounds by using the IMSL subroutine CLINK [22] .
In our study of local anaesthetics, negative correlation coefficients are taken as zero, because they are based on structural-molecular differences.
Description of Graphic Program GraphCor
We have written graphic program GraphCor for performing the graphical correlation diagram. GraphCor can present high partial correlations (|r| ≥ 0.75) in red, medium partial correlations (0.50 ≤ |r| < 0.75) in orange, low partial correlations (0.25 ≤ |r| < 0.50) in yellow and zero partial correlations (|r| < 0.25) in white. An option has been included to transform negative correlation coefficients to zero.
For local anaesthetics, negative correlation coefficients are taken as zero because they are based on structural differences.
MolClas and GraphCor are available form the authors at Internet (francisco.torrens@uv.es) and are free for academics.
